New eBook “Primer” Available For Those Seeking Information Beyond the Realm of Everyday Life

Willow Sibert writes “Band Notes – An Introduction To Channeling With The Band,” an e-book “primer” for those seeking information beyond the realm of everyday life, current events, and spirituality.

Sept. 8, 2006 -- A new e-book providing fresh perspectives and insights to current events and spiritual connections, “Band Notes – An Introduction To Channeling With The Band” is available as a “primer” for those seeking information beyond the realm of everyday life. Written by internationally known author, radio host, and a third-generation psychic, Willow Sibert, this informative and thought provoking e-book gives an overview of living life as “a spirit having a human experience” through a question and answer format.

Sibert has been channeling an entity called “The Band” for more than seven years. Band Notes describes her personal experience with them, who they are, and why this information has been delivered. The Band states, “We are a frequency of knowledge – a band of energy in which contain the personalities and memories of many who you have known from the past or are learning about in the present. We join together in this frequency to bring you information, share knowledge and assist in bringing the consciousness of the planet forward.”

“This book is a labor of love, taking more than four years to complete,” Sibert stated. “I’ve been pushed to release the information now given the global realities we are all facing and living with daily,” she continued.

In late 2002, 13 women came together for eight weeks to ask questions and receive guidance from The Band. Band Notes is a compilation of this experience and covers topics about life, one's purpose on earth, why people get sick and how they heal, energy and life force, and many others.

“Band Notes is a book of simple questions and profound answers, written for anyone looking for another view on life from a spiritual perspective, or who want to help to live a more balanced life regardless of world events,” said Kate Armstrong, one of the original participants.

Sibert states, “This e-book is not for everyone. It’s for people open to understanding themselves and life in a new way.”

Sibert is founder of ‘Spiritually Connected Living,’ ‘Peak Aspirations,’ and ‘The Intuitive Entrepreneur’ where she coaches and trains people for success using practical psychic guidance and dynamic spiritual principles. Her weekly Internet radio show, “Spiritually Connected Living,” explores real-life topics ranging from using intuition in business, to energy healing, the survival of consciousness, finding and living one’s purpose. She is also creator of “A Different MondayTM” Business Success System, a new approach to using spiritual principles in every day business life. Sibert channels both publicly and privately to individuals and groups.

“Every day I am grateful for The Band and their sense of humor, their enlightened thinking, and their connection to the Divine knowledge. They are an inspiration, a guiding light, and for me, a profound gift.

Band Notes is 64 pages and available for $21.95 in downloadable pdf format.
Website: www.spirituallyconnectedliving.com
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